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Preface
The origins of this book stem from an initiative on the part of
Heidi Johnson-Paul, then headteacher of Hampton Wick Infants
and Nursery School (HWINS), to persuade someone (i.e. me) to
create a young person’s local history walk for her Year 2 classes.
It was designed to require just 90 minutes to complete the
itinerary and take in nine places of interest to a curious sevenyear-old’s mind. The first walk took place in 2010 and every June
– until now – Year 2 have kept coming back for more.

An adult version of the walk – on which this current volume is
based – followed in 2012. It too visited five of the same sites of
interest as the junior version but added another four designed
to appeal to the more mature explorer’s interests and
knowledge. It starts and finishes at the Jubilee Fountain by the
Hampton Wick Library (where parking is available) and the 90minute duration has been retained.
However the real purpose of the present book-version of the
walk – produced in an era of social distancing and government
restrictions on inter-mingling – is to allow would-be explorers
to self-guide themselves around the route. The original
commentary script of the nine stops on the guided walk is
reproduced here and it should still take 90 minutes to walk,
look and read – just! But this content is now augmented with
instructions on the route, information on additional items of
interest to be seen along the way and details of the 14 English
Heritage Listed Buildings passed en route.
Ray Elmitt
The Grove
Hampton Wick
October 2020

Opposite: Hampton Wick around 1740 from a map drawn by Jean Rocque (c. 1704–1762).
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The guard of honour was made up of the members from six local fire brigades, two of which are seen
drawn up outside the front of The Foresters. The smattering of umbrellas confirms the intermittent
showers – mentioned in the contemporary newspaper report – that threatened to spoil the afternoon
though the majority of the crowd seem unfazed by the weather. One elderly gentleman is solemnly
raising his top hat to acknowledge the unveiling.

The ceremony was a very grand affair – just how grand can be seen from this photo taken just after the
unveiling. The fund-raising committee are to be seen seated with their backs to the camera
immediately to the right of the fountain whilst one of their number, leaning on his cane and with his
left hand on his hip, addresses the Princess (who is just out of shot on the right of the picture).

The unveiling ceremony took place on the afternoon of 15 June 1898 –– almost exactly a year after the
actual Jubilee. It was performed by the Queen's 63-year old niece Princess Adelheid HohenloheLangenburg (who was also mother-in-law of “Kaiser Bill” – Wilhelm II of Germany).

It was designed by Horace Fred, an architect from East Molesey. The total project cost £120 (about
£10,000 today) which was raised entirely through a public subscription organised by a committee
chaired by the Vicar and supported by several members of the Hampton Wick Urban District Council.

T

he Jubilee Fountain was erected to commemorate the Diamond Jubilee of Queen
Victoria which had been celebrated on 22 June 1897. Hampton Wick’s memorial is
made of Aberdeen granite standing on a raised pedestal of York stone. The lamp was
originally lit by gas and the fountain itself driven by gravity although an electric motor was
added later. A nice touch were the spouts at the bottom which filled drinking bowls for horses and dogs.

T

he “new” Kingston Bridge opened at this
location almost 200 years ago and, with little
visible change in its appearance, that
structure is still serving its original purpose.
However it is no longer alone.
As you walk forward and pass under the dry arch in front of
you, look up and you will notice that there are in fact three
arches side by side. The original stone bridge is the last arch on
the downstream side. It was designed by Edward Lapidge and
built between 1825 and 1828. Despite the previous wooden
bridge being free, a toll was imposed on the new bridge to pay
for its construction (around £80m in today's terms). It wasn't
until 1870 that the tolls were lifted. The advent of the trams
crossing the bridge into Kingston from 1906 (one is seen arrowed in the
far distance) coupled with growth in motorised traffic exposed the
inadequacies of this bridge. The death of a young cyclist finally
galvanised the authorities into action.
Above: The new bridge had become dangerously narrow by the early 1900s.
Below: An aerial photo taken in 1920 shows the extra capacity of the hugely widened bridge deck.

Between 1911 and 1914, the width of the carriageway was more
than doubled. The extra section was added upstream and a new
facade of Portland stone was designed to replicate the features
of the original. Note how the tram tracks occupy the section of
the carriageway now used for a bus lane. Although overall this
was a major engineering project which would normally cause
great celebrations to take place, it was completed just days
before the outbreak of the Great War and it was opened without
any ceremony.
After 80 years of service, the widened bridge again underwent
a major upgrade. New European legislation that permitted 44ton lorries on all trunk roads in the EU meant the bridge needed
to be strengthened. Whilst this could have been achieved by
simply closing the bridge for the duration of the work, the
Government was persuaded to provide the extra funds needed
to build a third bridge. Again the expansion took place on the
upstream side. The 1914 facade was removed and stored. The
majority of the fabrication took place in a remote factory with
each arch – consisting of 12 elements even including the
brickwork – being delivered overnight to the site by road. The
finished structure was opened by the Duke of Kent in June 2001.
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And on the way . . .
The river bank between the site of Old Kingston Bridge and the
railway bridge underwent some fundamental changes between
the years 1900 and 2000. At the beginning of the 19th century the
250 yards of river frontage with their adjacent meadows were
shared between just two private properties – Moira House and
Rivermead (see aerial photograph on P33). At the end of the
century (specifically between 1995 and 2004) 100 riverside
apartments were constructed on this site, their occupants
sharing the same river bank. And, as a planning gain, a new
public walkway provided access to the river for the first time.
In the intervening century, two entrepreneurs had each created
their own very successful businesses.
Kingston-born James Gridley (1848-1920) had established his
Timber Merchants enterprise on the Surrey bank of the river to the
north of Kingston Bridge by around 1870 and, with his business
partner Frank Miskin, was employing 6 men. Ten years later he
was employing 25 men and seeking room to expand. He bought
Moira House on Old Bridge Street almost directly across the river
from his original premises and used its extensive gardens as the
site for his second timber yard on which he erected two large
storage barns. A third was added after he acquired Wolsey
Cottage (see Page 61) and could therefore block its river view
with impunity. The operation ran until the 1980s.

Above: Looking downstream from Kingston Bridge around 1980 with the timber yard on the
left and Kingston Power Station and its coal wharf dominating the Kingston shore.
Below: The same view in 2020 shows how a complete transformation has taken place. The
commerce and utility has given way everywhere to new apartment blocks. The power station
site alone accommodates 400 properties .The new river-walk on both banks is clearly visible.

Charles Walter Beckett (1885-1976) purchased Rivermead (see
Page 62) in 1928. The previous owner had lived quietly in the
12-room house with its 2-acre riverside garden in semiretirement for almost 50 years but the new owner had big
ambitions for his new acquisition. Like his father, Beckett was a
lighterman who had held the lucrative contract to transport coal
by river to Kingston Bridge wharf and onward by road to the Gas
Works on Sandy Lane. When the railway took over that contract,
Beckett switched his attention to transporting building materials
using his garden as a wharf and storage yard. His workers would
collect their cargoes from the Port of London and bring them
upstream by tug and barges. On arrival, the tugboat skipper
would climb into the derrick crane and unload his own cargo.
Later a flourishing boat repair and chandlery operation took over
the garden site.
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I

ndisputably the favourite stop of every pupil in
Year 2 at Hampton Wick Infants and Nursery
School over the last ten years! The
Poo
Pipe of Hampton Wick is the only obvious evidence
of the most extensive – and expensive – infrastructure
project ever undertaken by the local community,
and one which still fulfils its original purpose 130 years on.

Above: The Night Soil men were key players in the sewage treatment systems of the first
half of the eighteenth century. Charging the client for emptying their cess-pit, they then sold
its contents to the local farmer as manure.
Below: Kingston Sewage Works on Down Hall Meadows opened 1888, closed 1909.

How to dispose of its human waste became one of this country’s
greatest headaches as the population quadrupled from 1800 to 1900.
The traditional system of emptying cesspools, privies etc at night
(known as “night soil”) and selling the contents to a local farmer as
manure became impractical when towns spread and farms
consequently became more remote. Hampton Wick in common with
other riverside communities also had a limited system of sewers
emptying into the river but this was outlawed as the impact of
sewage on public health became understood.
Providing a sustainable solution involved the creation of a system of
sewers feeding through to a treatment works. Since there was no
available publicly owned open space in Hampton Wick (over 90% of
all open land in the village belonged to The Crown) the local
politicians were forced to seek an alliance solution. A brave effort
lasting from 1876-85 and involving all 19 communities between
Richmond to Surbiton was chaired throughout by the autocratic Sir
Thomas James Nelson of Hampton Wick Local Board but ultimately
ended in failure.
Hampton Wick thus joined a consortium consisting of Kingston and
Surbiton, each constructing their own network of sewers to
terminate at the treatment works built on today’s Canbury Gardens.
A neat solution for carrying their pipes across the river on the side of
the railway bridge was negotiated and the scheme opened in
February 1891.
The sewage treatment system adopted by the consortium – known as
the ABC Process – was operated by The Native Guano Company and
resulted in a profitable end product in the form of solid cakes of
treated sewage which were baked in an oven to remove many
remaining moisture. The cakes were ground up and the efficacious
fertiliser was placed in sacks and sold widely – sugar plantations in
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the West Indies and farms in Singapore being long-standing
customers. However, although the rest of the process was relatively
innocuous, it was the sudden stench of the foul air when the oven
door was opened which upset the local populace. Eventually public
opinion forced the closure of the local treatment works and the
whole operation was moved to Southall in 1909 with the supply of
sewage sludge now being sent by barges from Kingston. This
continued until the 1930s when Kingston established a new
treatment works at Hogs Mill to where the native guano of
Hampton Wick now travels – still using its original river crossing.
Opposite top: The pipe carrying sewage across the river with (inset) the down pipe on the
Kingston shore.
Opposite middle: The Native Guano Company works on Down Hall Meadows.
Opposite bottom: Opening Ceremony 6 November 1888.
Below: Laying the sewers in the High Street, Hampton Wick c1890. The photograph shows
the scale of the works and the degree of disruption they caused throughout the area.
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L

ate in the evening on Bank Holiday
Monday 6 August 1888, a light engine had
just finished shunting empty carriages in
Kingston Station depot. The signalman set the
points for the locomotive to back into the
engine-shed. Thomas Parson was the
signalman and he gave an interview the following day to the
Pall Mall Gazette. He said ...
"It was a very busy time. I thought the driver of the light engine
was going to the engine-shed having done for the day. I
therefore fixed the points for another train from Waterloo. But
instead of the driver going to the engine shed he shouted up to
me saying, "I have got to go to Twickenham." "All right," I
replied, "Look sharp!" I quite forgot for the moment that the
points were wrong. Of course he ought to have noticed that he
was up the down line, and should have stopped."
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Parsons was then asked: "Did you see the accident?"
"It was dark, and it occurred round the corner the other side of
Hampton Wick Station. I heard the crash: indeed, I was
listening for it. I knew the engine was on the wrong line; but I
found out too late to stop her."
The light engine collided with the 10.50pm train from Waterloo
due into Hampton Wick at 11.42pm. The collision occurred on
the bridge here. Both engine drivers and firemen and two of the
passengers were killed and around thirty people injured. The
function
room of the Railway Tavern opposite was turned into a
Previous
pages
makeshift treatment centre and mortuary.
Left: a train from Teddington at the point of impact of the 1888 great train disaster.
Bottom right: spectators observing the aftermath. A heavy lifting crane is in place to clear
the wreckage. The function room in the Railway Tavern that served as hospital and mortuary
is shown arrowed.

This page
Below: the complex of lines and engines sheds at Kingston Station in 1893.

Cross to the opposite pavement and turn left towards
Kingston Bridge. Almost immediately turn right down the
passage between the last shop on the parade and the
first of the Gravel Pit Hill Cottages. Follow the passage
as it turns left in front of Bennet Close and exits into the
parking area or Jubilee Close. Look for the entrance to
Shaw’s Path to the right of the main exit. This will skirt
three sides of the perimeter fence of Jubilee Close and
bring you back to the Jubilee Fountain.

And on the way …
The area between the station and the library used to contain
some of the worst housing conditions in Hampton Wick. The
site was originally a quarry and as the surface was excavated
a hill – known as Gravel Pit Hill – was created. The gardens of
the cottages on the left are at basement level as are many of
the kitchens and bathrooms.
A series of terraced cottages were built on the back land and
each known simply by the name of the owner. Access to those
at the northern end of the site were accessed by a track
running south west from the High Street. When the new
Railway Inn (replacing the New Inn) was built to coincide with
the opening of the line to Kingston in 1863, it incorporated an
arch at ground floor level to allow continued access whilst
allowing the building to occupy the full width of the plot.
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Communal pumps – usually located next to communal
lavatories – offered very primitive facilities to the local
residents but however much the Hampton Wick Local Board
may have wished to improve the residents’ lot, they were
constrained by the fact that the owners were either members
of the Board (Charles Miles) or prominent local residents
(Charles Fenner).

By far the worst conditions existed in the row of 12 Newman’s
Cottages built in the south west of the site in 1838. Eight
cottages consisted simply of two rooms, whilst the remainder
had four. Owned by Hezekiah Newman, the local dairyman,
they had been left to his daughter on his death in 1907 but,
without sufficient funds to renovate them, they had deteriorated
into such a poor condition that the Urban District Council bought
them from her in 1934 and they were immediately demolished
to construct Jubilee Close, a 12-apartment development to
celebrate the Silver Jubilee of King George V. The remaining
cottages were demolished in the 1970s to provide the site of
Bennet Close a 30-unit sheltered housing project.
Below: Judging by the presence of the wheelbarrow and other builders’ materials, this was
probably the last photograph that exists of Newman’s Cottages before their demolition in 1934
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Park House
Late C18/early C19 house. Two storeys. Three bays wide with altered central doorway. Yellow
brick, slate roof with eaves. Very fine chinoiserie balcony at first floor level with tented canopy

Park House, built around 1830, has seen many changes in its nearly
200-year history. Originally it was purpose-built as a Boys’
Academy run for 40 years by Charles Fenner and his family with,
at one time, more than 40 resident pupils. These were typically
sons of parents posted overseas with military, government or East
India Company connections. The extensive grounds behind the
house would have provided recreational space for the boys whilst
a formal garden and orchard were located on the other side of Park
Road.
Then for the next 40 years it was home for just two people (a
stockbroker and his wife) plus their servants. In the 1920s, the
property lost most of its lands to a variety of building projects
whilst the house itself was split into multiple parts.
In the last 20 years it has been reintegrated and now serves as the
basis of two very beautiful properties though of course sadly
without the benefit of their once extensive grounds.
That wonderful balcony with its tented canopy supported by what
appears to be fine metal work is actually entirely made of wood.
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The Priory
Early to mid C19 range of 4 houses in the Gothick style. Stucco with slated roof. Two
storeys, 4 windows wide overall with end bays slightly projecting and gabled stuccoed
labels over square headed windows and doors. Tudor arches over outer ground floor
windows. Sashes with painted heads in the glazing bars. Castellated parapet.

William Walton, a builder from Kingston, had bought Lot 8 in the
1828 auction of Hampton Wick Green. On it, he erected two
properties – Oak Villa and The Priory – in widely different styles.
He remained the owner of both until his death around 1850
when they were sold by his executors.
The Priory is a terrace of four four-room houses but with a
strikingly different appearance from any contemporary property
in Hampton Wick. The inspiration for the distinctive style is not
hard to find since it exists little more than a mile away at
Strawberry Hill House which had been created by Horace
Walpole around 50 years earlier. Applying the architectural style
of a large mansion to a row of modest cottages could have been
disastrous but Walton cleverly scaled-down the features he
borrowed – both in their size and scope – to create a well
proportioned and homogenous building that has merit well
beyond just being downright curious.
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Also available from Hampton Wick History

Hampton Wick: Brick by Brick is a set of three books which, in
conjunction with the accompanying 1000-page website, tell the
history of the 650 houses in the village - who built them and
who has lived in them. Volume 1 & 2 £9.99 Volume 3 £11.99
A collection of thirty-one images, postcards,
maps and news-cuttings, telling the
illustrated story of this historic village. Each
item has a caption that sets the historic
context and collectively provides a brief but
thorough history of Hampton Wick.
66 pp £5.99
A fascinating study of Hampton Wick High
Street covering more than seventy shops and
pubs, listing the shop-keepers and their trades
with reminiscence extracted from local memoirs.
Illustrated with over 500 photographs, maps and
contemporary adverts.
178 pp £9.99
On sale at Priya’s Local
85 High Street Hampton Wick (opposite the station)
or from www.hamptonwickhistory.org.uk
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